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WHEN BORROWED RETURN PROMPTLY 

101 	Assistant Clasedesimmormed, Chief Rogiemer 

lbweeght Chief Ilesearsh lisiessr 
chief, Wdranlic Liberatory gym* 

irrem: 	J. W. Ball, leginser 

indkjeet: Trip to State of California Deparbesed of Water Remorse* 
Office, in Sacramento aad Oswtt1e, Califmrata, relative 
to oroville Dam model studies 

!Orme ind latent of Trip 

I left Denver, Colorado, 3:45 p.a., Roeder, Jai, 10, 1961, by air 
est arrived in Saaraneste at 6:10 p.m., the some evsmimg. I ago* 
Thesday, Ally 11, emit Wedsseigy, JUly 12, with mesbeis of the Staff 
of the State of COltflesia Department of Water leseemese inspeetlei 
Orovills dansite old vicinity am* assassins problems coacesming 
the hydeaulic features of the dims sea related *trustees*. I returned 
from Smeramento, Co:Woe:11u, on IIM17 13, by air, leaviag there at 
7:45 iima6, and arriving in Denver at 12:09 p.a. 

CoAteets ads  

Shot of the time spook is the Departmemk salsas vas with Mr. °orlon 
W. Ontieth, of the Des Desire Moieties, sad Nembews of hie staff. 

Contacts aide during the two days included: 

A. G. Dewey, Jr., Divisiem Fngineer 	C. Lansing 
James 3. Doody, Dam Sestden 	 R. W. Shaer% 
James V. Williammem, AgmmdMat Section 	R. Rutherford 
Omsk\ Busker 	 D. A. Crane 
14 W. IMIMMOmi 	 K. Pone 
W. LMEOW 	 IL blame 

t4IN 	 16 C. eft 	 Mirk Lyta

Lr 	

s 
S. Jr. Linn 



Trip to Oroville Damns  

Mr. Gordon W. Dukleth met me at the hotel at 8 &.s., Jay 11, and 
took me to the Department Design Offices, where contacts yore made 
briefly with Messrs, Dewey and Doody, and members of Mr. Dukleth's 
star, before proceeding to Oroville for an inspection of the 
°ravine demsite. The proposed entrance strmeture for Diversion 
Tama al, 1 was discussed briefly, confirming suggestions for 
eatemdimg the upper and side portions of the entrance beedmall 
15 fest beyond the edges of the rectangular bellmouth estromse, 
and discussing revisions for minimising the cavitation temdemey of the 
gmte slots and breaks in surface alinement at the tail of the pier in 
the tunnel entreats*. 

mr. Dukleth, Mr. lbekerolho vii] came to Denver for training in 
hydraulic laboratory work and assist in the comdact of hydraulic 
investigations related to Oroville Des, and myself, left Sacramento 
for Oroville about 9 a.m. we arrived at amine, California, about 
10:30 a.a., contacted the project office emdproceeded to the site 
(Deeming MO. A1M26-1). The three of us, along with Mr. arm Lyons 
the project geologist, hiked to the river from the roamer en the 
right bank of the Mother River opposite the area in which the 
diversion tunnel entrances will be located. We them hiked sheet a 
mile down the river to the highway bridge to the area *ere the 
tunnel exits *re to be located, and back out of the canyon. AMmerous 
pictures of the river ehemnel and beaks in the towel inlet set exit 
areas eel imieemedicAmtimdits were taken. 'MOPS* Mb. ,046026133 
shows the area *here the envenom& to the diwereinakinmnele are to be 
located. Photogre0 lb. 10846D28134 shows the area *mar the bridge to 
be covered by the toe of the dan. Photograph lb. 1166600.6135 shows the 
area where the diversion tuna outlet portals viii be located. The 
site for the tailrace contra weir is on the ruck point sheen on the 
right bank in the center of Photograph WO. P8461028135. 

After lopith Mr. LIOMB took us to the area where the spillway entrance 
is tote limited, Photograph no. 1646028136. We hiked from the 
aetrenee, in temperatures near 120.  IP dove the centerline of the 
eldnehr for a distance of about 1 mile to a point near the river. 
Illottgregks were taken of the area to be traversed by the spillway 
channel. Ibotograph Mo. P846D28137 shows Where the spillway channel 
will empty into the river. 

In all, some ho photographs were taken by me. These will be valuable 
aids in building and operating the model of the diversion scheme now 
under construction in the Rydreulic laboratory. 

The return trip from Oroville to Sacramento was made during the evening 
of July 11. 
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MEOW, 

sattas day of July 12, fron 8 imago, to 5 p.n., was spent in the 
Sasramamli llssign Offices of the depssiment where numerous hydraulic 
grablams semserning °swills Demand related structures were discussed. 

sUhisata considered and comalustams reathed are outlined briefly 
In subsequent suctions of this report. 
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Diveredesleonele  

/he elineeente of the diverstes tunnel* have bees Mel toaster 
as peeeible at this time. Oely the discovery of eseepeeted 
foundittea editions in the peeerplant area would appear to 
result is 	future chmneee %Noel alinement. 

leed for KIM tepegrephical debe for the model studies an the 
diversiom Wised* See pointedieMC An immediete request was made 
of the field forces by the DeperOMent Design Office for soundings 
of the river channel and traverses of the canyon topographyto 
elevation 350 feet for a distaste of 1,400 feet downstream lass  the 
diversion tunnels exit portals. it was learned that there imbibe 
a berm on the toe of the dam to provide parking space and access to 
the diversion tunnels exits. Detail topography for this area wee 
requested. It was noted that a private poverplant (Kelley RAW) 
would be constructed near the river some distance downstream from 
the exits of the diversion tunnels. it vma pointed out that 
diversion flows might affect the plant. Drewinge shoving location 
and other pertinent details were obtained. 

Inquiry was made esseeroing the bed load and suspended sediment that 
might be expected to flow through the diversion tunnels. No infor-
mation was available; however, the material on the banks and in the 
river channel indicates that sand and gravel will be transported 
three. the tunnels during float periods. Very little materiel 
Sheal enter the tunnels once the alter upstreentbas ponied and the 
teasels are flowing full with the emarances sehmergei. 

A request WW1 node for photographs showing the river channel and 
topography ia the vicinity of the tunnel inlets and exits. Aerial 
Yi011* and a limited number of other photographs were obtained. 
Pictures taken on my two hikes of the previous day will provide 
ample additional photographic information. 

lb* designs of the oatmeal. to the diversion towels were discussed 
is  detail. /be matrons *hopes IWO considered satisfactory; however, 
the facing surfaces on the sides and tope of the entrances were not 
considered adequate to prevent a reentry condition which might intro-
duee Objeetioneble subatmospheric pressures and cavitation. It was 
reeeenenied that the facing well, on the sides and top of the entrance 
for lennel No. I be extended 15 feet or about 1/2 tunnel diameter 
beyond the 'dos of the bell entrance. After returning to Denver 
the problem was considered further. 

An examination of recent data from tests made by the Corps of 
Engineers indicated that the entrance structure might be shortened 
by 40 feet, or more than 50 percent, without destroying its effec-
tiveness. This information and a proposal to place the tunnel 
transition deemetreum from the gates were conveyed to the Derpazent 
by phone on Jely 17. 
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It was suggested that the circular bellmouth entrance of 
Tunnel No. 2 be treated similarly to the rectangular entrance 
of 'funnel No. 1, by providing a facing surface outside the bell 
equal to about half the tunnel diameter. It was pointed out 
that the suppression of the invert of the circular bell would induce 
a lowering of pressure at the top and Might cause cavitation. It 
les &dried the Bereau Laboratory would eeMelder the problem further 
to determine whether or not special treatment would be required. 
NOMOver, it was anticipated that the model study would be needed 
for this purpose. 

Consideration was given to the amount of offset for the downstream 
corners of the gate slots in Diversion Tunnel No. 1. After a 
quick check of the hydraulic pressures which are expected to exist 
in the tunnel during operation, it was concluded that no change 
would be required. Also, in light of the pressure conditions it 
was decided that the gate slot could be widened by 3 inches. 

The Department designers, because of structural and hydraulic 
reasons, decided that they would use square instead of romeded 
bottom corners on the gates. This would require deep slots at 
the bottom corners. They proposed to install filler blocks in 
the slots for the diversion period. These would be removed to 
permit later closure of the square-cornered gate. Ihe mew' pro-
posed shorter entrance design would eliminate the seed ter the 
corner fillets. 

A break in alinement of the flow surfaces on each side near the 
tail of the center pier in the entrance to Tunnel NO. I was 
investigated for possible cavitation tendencies. It was deter-
mined that the cavitation Index weld be about 1.6, out of the 
danger range, and that no chew meld be needed. The Department 
designerephowever, had mode emieemt change which would minimise 
the chances for cavitation woe limier more severe conditions than 
could exist. 

Outlet Wort"  

Details st the embeanse piping, and the arrangement of the valves 
emd ewer ddeedpeter of the outlet works, were discussed. A 
mmehmmdeal drawing showing pertinent dimensions was obtained. The 
possible use of a roueded instead of an elliptical entrance was 
discussed. The rounded entrance seemed feasible. However, later 
discussion in this office indicated there would be little, if any, 
difference in cost and that the elliptical shape was preferable. 
This opinion was conveyed to the Department Offices July 17. 



Powerhouse Penstocks and Draft Tubes  

Final arrangement, location, and design of the draft tubes have 
not yet been established. Data from the Department are expected 
in approximately 2 weeks. The Department designers expressed 
concern About the surge chamber passages and their effectiveness 
during power interruptions and asked that a stuiy of transient 
pressures be made on the model and that a qualitative evaluation 
be made of flow within the model draft tubes Which contain more 
than the normal centerline curvature. 

The air-operated buoyant dame mete for the penstock intakes was 
discussed and the following disadvantages of the design enumerated. 

A. Inaccessibility of gate 

B. Lack of rigid positive control 

1. Likely tipping of gate 

2. Variable downpull distribution around gate 

3. Likely tendency of gate to vibrate 

C. Shifting of control on gate bottoms 

1)4 Possible cavitation on gate bottol and seat 

I. Possible vibration and pounding at mall openings during 
sissies cycle 

A seerpmspesal using horizontal bellmouth entrances and slide antes 
in an intake tower structure was then discussed. The design had 
espy advantages over the buoyant dome-type gate, however, there was 
some usst&ee as to whethetr or not the trashrack Should be placed 
at 0.61) &Bad of tbeentrance instead of the 0.81) generally recom- 
mended by the Bureau. A twangs in design to provide the 0.81) 
Malmo* would increase the size of the intake tower. This was 
eeeedderei undesirable as it would increase the cost, which on 
the peesset design compered favorably with the cost of the dome 
type. Soused for model studies on this design was liscussed 
and the opinion given that they would not be requIred. A question 
was raised as to the influence of the surrounding water on the sta- 
bility of the structure and if information on this subject in addition to 
that concerning the Pit river Bridge pier was now available. Inquiry 
has been made of Bureau designers. They are not aware of any recent 
development concerning this subject. 



Cost Accounting for Model Studies  

Because of the accounting system now being used in the Bureau in 
which separate production orders are required to *operate the 
costs of various features, inquiry was made of the cost diatribe-
tion desires of the Department. Mr. R. Wong of their finance staff 
indicated a desire to have the costs separated into three categories 
as follows: 

A. Oroville 14m 

B. Oroville Powerpleet 

C. Oroville miscellaneees tibia *MU be 414414 law between 
A. and B. in proportleme determined to the liparteeet 
(Studies of Diversion Iteeels is an erapple) 

work concerning the spinier oat outlet works would be chargeable 
to A. Shove, and draft Woe, jemOrgaeati and tailrose erste" could 
be chargeable to II. Appropriate prodastlea orders have hem 
established for distribution of charges in this eseeers 

Hydraulic Laboratory Trainee  

Inquiry was made conanuing plans of the Department for sending an 
engineer to the Bureau for training in Hydraulic Laboratory work 
as had been discussed in previous meting.. Department representa-
tives stated that plans were being formulated to send Me. Masastk 
Bucher to Deaver and that he would be detailed as soon as the 
arraspeasats were completed, possibly within a week or two. 
Departasat lagineers were informed that me. Bucher's services 
could be used to advantage us soon as he arrived. 
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Conclusions 

The trip to 5acramento was very fruitful and informative. The 
information obtained will help materially in expediting the model 
studies and will give those working on the models a better under-
standing of the project, its purposes, the hydraulic problems 
involved, and project operating conditions and requirements. 

Copy to: Commissioner 

Blind to: 290 
---293 2 

JWBall:caw-s 

AUG 1 	1961 
:STEO. 	

(date) 

GraTILBIQodgood 
COmmissionet 

t-ind Chief Engineer. 
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